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Overview

Overview

“IO3” = development pedagogical tools
i.e.: create a series of tools (toolkit), including didactic 
methodologies, for teaching short forms to students in order to
develop and enhance language skills, literary competences, 
multicultural consciousness and intercultural skills

Partners: University of Leuven (coord.), University of Athens,
University of Angers, Baliduk

• TASK 1 = toolkit for the analysis and presentation of short forms [coord. 
Angers]

• TASK 2= short narrative as a tool for learning foreign languages and 
literatures [coord. Leuven]

• TASK 3 = Baludik itineraries [coord. Baludik]



TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

=> workshops, discussions, reflections within the consortium
=> output ≠ «theory», but activities connecting ideas on short forms and use of
short forms in teaching...
... hence, obviously, connections with IO1 (Santiago) and IO4 (Athens)
• 1) Reflections on Short forms (Padlet – virtual bulletin board)
• 2) Definitions of Short Forms (student presentations and research > youtube 

video)
• 3) Booktube videos
• 4) Instagram novel (+ translation)
• 5) Creative assignments on short forms
• 6) Phototexts
• 7) Brochure (on Athens)



TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Giessen, spring 
2021

(1) Reflections on short forms (published on padlet)

= general reflections and case analyses on short forms across various 
media and cultural fields (“short forms on short forms”)
= developed during two workshops coordinated by Giessen university 
(April 2021, June 2021)

Contributions by members from all 6 teams (Angers, Athens, Giessen, 
Leuven, Santiago, Szeged)

https://padlet.com/B_Roers/short-forms-in-the-study-of-culture-
9ef0ekalkcheu0wg

https://padlet.com/B_Roers/short-forms-in-the-study-of-culture-9ef0ekalkcheu0wg
https://padlet.com/B_Roers/short-forms-in-the-study-of-culture-9ef0ekalkcheu0wg


Padlet «Short 
Forms in (the 
Study of) 
Culture



TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Giessen, spring 
2022

(2) Definitions of Short Forms – student presentations

= research and reflection by PhD students from partner 
universities during training week in Giessen, March-April 2022

= + analysis of corporate videos of the partner universities, 
carried out by the students

=> Video presentation: https://youtu.be/1zxBc5yZLUE

(available on https://sfbb-erasmusplus.eu/ )

https://youtu.be/1zxBc5yZLUE
https://sfbb-erasmusplus.eu/


TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Angers team

Cécile Meynard
Eva Auré
Mathilde Chauvet
Elsa Godet
Manon Roux

(3) Booktube videos on classic short stories

Developed by MA students at University of Angers, under the 
supervision of Cécile Meynard

Students wrote a scenario and made a 3-4 min Booktube video for 
a lay audience on classics in short fiction



TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Angers
Athens

(4) Instagram novel

#EntreNosMurs, Instagram novel by Michael Federspiel
= fictional diary, written in French during the first COVID lockdown 
(March-April 2020) and posted on Instagram
= published as a book by the university of Angers

=> translations of Day 27 in various languages by 15 students 
(Athens TLT activity, May 2023)
Translations Multilingual readings

=> pedagogical sheets created by students and teachers in Angers 
and Athens

https://sfbb-erasmusplus.eu/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2023/07/SFBB-Translations4.doc.pdf


#EntreNosMurs

Professeur agrégé à l’université d’Angers, Michaël Federspiel partage, chaque jour, un 
nouveau chapitre sur le Net.

Le 17 mars, Johan entre en confinement comme des milliers de Français. Employé 
réservé, il retourne chez lui avec le souvenir brûlant de Juliette, une jeune femme qui 
n’aura partagé son bureau que quelques semaines durant…

Chaque jour, par l’intermédiaire d’un livreur avec lequel il va sympathiser, Johan va 
recevoir des mochis – ces délicats desserts japonais. Et chaque jour, Michaël Federspiel
poste sur ses comptes Instagram et Facebook (à retrouver facilement en saisissant son 
nom), un nouveau chapitre de son livre, commencé au début du confinement.

https://www.ouest-france.fr/pays-de-la-loire/angers-49000/angers-il-publie-un-
episode-par-jour-de-son-roman-6811706

https://www.ouest-france.fr/pays-de-la-loire/angers-49000/angers-il-publie-un-episode-par-jour-de-son-roman-6811706
https://www.ouest-france.fr/pays-de-la-loire/angers-49000/angers-il-publie-un-episode-par-jour-de-son-roman-6811706


TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Angers, 2022
Athens, 2023



TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Angers
Athens

(5) Reflection on and production of short forms in teacher training

= MA course on short forms in language teaching within the joint MA programme M2 
Didactique des langues, Enseignants de Langues en Europe (ELE) franco-hellénique
(Teaching Languages in Europe Franco – Hellenic Programme).

(= programme created in 2009 to train language teachers to address the specificities of 
the cultural and linguistic plurality of new audiences in various educational and social 
contexts)

Course combines theory, production and implementation
• 1st semester (Angers) = theory and creation of materials, based on results from IO1
• 2nd semester (Athens) = implementation of short forms created in Angers within practical 

teacher training

• 1h30 class/week



TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Athens
(see also IO4)

(6) Phototexts

3rd Primary School, Zografou (11 years), coordinated by Julie Gyftoula
= 11-year old pupils created phototexts evoking childhood memories, and 
connecting imagination and reality
https://padlet.com/juliegy/3rd-primary-school-pupils-working-on-short-
forms-1a9otarhzb6r

1st EPAL (Vocational Senior high School), Agia Paraskevi, coordinated by
= 24 students, aged 15-16 learned about phototexts (theory, examples), 
and created individual and collective phototexts; a specific assignment 
was linked to their visit to the Library of the School of Philosophy 
(February 2023); a phototext inspired by their visit should incorporate a 
sentence inspired by Philippe Delerm’s Les croissants du trottoir
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EzP7ELBuMqnKyE3RUy1pWL5-0PgjkMr3/view

Marie-Christine Anastasiadis & 
Marina Vihou during a discussion 
with the students on April 7, 2023

https://padlet.com/juliegy/3rd-primary-school-pupils-working-on-short-forms-1a9otarhzb6r
https://padlet.com/juliegy/3rd-primary-school-pupils-working-on-short-forms-1a9otarhzb6r
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EzP7ELBuMqnKyE3RUy1pWL5-0PgjkMr3/view


TASK 1: Toolkit for the Analysis of Short Forms 

Athens
(7) Brochure on Athens

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZLNfs6nY/DZEvta6Gym7rwGK1OHwJEQ/view?utm_c
ontent=DAFZLNfs6nY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=pub
lishsharelink#4

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZLNfs6nY/DZEvta6Gym7rwGK1OHwJEQ/view?utm_content=DAFZLNfs6nY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink#4
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZLNfs6nY/DZEvta6Gym7rwGK1OHwJEQ/view?utm_content=DAFZLNfs6nY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink#4
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZLNfs6nY/DZEvta6Gym7rwGK1OHwJEQ/view?utm_content=DAFZLNfs6nY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink#4


Overview

Task 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching

Five-step model for using short fiction in FLE (Leuven)

Applications in higher education (Angers)

Applications in the language class (Athens) > IO4

Leuven
Angers
Athens



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching

Five-step model for teaching literature, language and culture through 
short stories  

= developed by Leuven team, 2021-2022

A. Background: local (Flemish) context

B. Why short stories? 

C. Didactic approach: integrated, intercultural, dialogic teaching

D. Five steps

KU Leuven team:
Dennis Melsen
Beatrijs Vanacker
Bart Van den Bossche
Dagmar Vandebosch
Elke D’hoker



A. The local context: FL teaching and literacy

FL teaching in Flanders since 2000:

• communicative approach

• focus on language skills

• non-fictional texts, digital tools

Literature in (FL) teaching?

• very small part

• ‘examples’ of cultural context

• ‘source’ for language exercises

→ no engaged and in-depth reading of 
literary texts

PISA reading assessment 2018

Results for Flanders:

▪ significant drop in critical reading skills 

▪ worst score for reading motivation of all 
participating countries

General insights: positive impact on critical 
reading skills of: 

▪ reading more in your spare time 

▪ reading fiction, reading complex texts 

▪ teaching that stimulates reading motivation, 
focus on reading engagement, assign longer 
texts,…

! awareness of need for solid literacy education, and of the crucial role literature can and should play



B. Why short stories in the language class?

Why short stories? 

• narrative texts→ reading motivation, emotional engagement

• short texts→ manageable in classroom

• complete texts→ motivation + interpretation / ‘authentic’ interpretive dialogue

• open texts→ critical reading + allow for discussion

• authentic texts→ authentic language input / aspect of culture



C. Didactic approaches

1. Integrated language & literature teaching → developing critical literacy 
and language fluency (productive and receptive language skills)

2. Role of literary texts in intercultural communicative competence / 
intercultural mediation (esp., but not exclusively, in foreign language 
teaching)

3. Dialogic approaches to literature:

- self-questioning approaches

- dialogue between reader and text, between readers about the tekst, 
between text and context



Aims

DEVELOP FLUENCY IN 
LANGUAGE SKILLS

DEVELOP INTERCULTURAL 
COMPETENCE

DEVELOP CRITICAL 
READING SKILLS

FOSTER READING 
MOTIVATION



D. Five steps

step 1: individual reading

step 2: reading in pairs

step 3: class discussion

step 4: research work

step 5: written assignment



Step 1: Individual
reading/listening

• Read (and/or listen to) the story carefully.

• During (and after) the reading/listening, write down 
questions that you have about the story.

• These questions can come out of wonder, curiosity, lack 
of understanding or frustration. 

• You shouldn’t write down questions that you know the 
answer to yourself. 

[No introduction, contextualization,….]



Step 2. Reading in pairs

• Make sure you understand the story well. If 
necessary, consult language websites (see list).

• Discuss the questions that you have noted down. Are 
there any questions that can now easily be 
answered?

• From the questions that remain without a definitive 
answer, choose 1 “crucial question” that seems to 
bring you to the heart of what the story is about. 

• Submit your crucial question to the teacher. 



Step 3. Class discussion

We discuss the crucial questions together according to 
the following principles:
• you try to answer the crucial questions of your fellow 

students.
• you always look for elements from the story in order 

to back up your answers.
• we are not looking for the ‘one correct interpretation 

of the story’ (it does not exit), but we try to find out 
how the gaps and ambiguities in this short story make
different interpretations possible.

You can make notes during the discussion with a view to 
the assignment in step 5



Step 4. Research work

You work together with a few classmates to further 
investigate one specific (thematic, formal, contextual) 
aspect of the story:
• your research will enable you – and the rest of the 

class – to better understand the story in its larger 
context, i.e. as part of a literary tradition, culture 
and society.

• you can use the websites provided for the aspect 
you have chosen.

• each group member takes notes.

After the research, each group member informs other 
classmates of what he/she has found out about this 
particular aspect of the story.



Step 5. Written assignment
• You choose 1 of the 5 assignments listed below. 

• You receive an assignment sheet with guidelines as 
well as a peer evaluation sheet.

• You can use the notes you made during the class 
discussion and research work to provide content for 
your assignment.
o A 1: make a reading guide for future readers of 

the story
o A 2: make a reading guide for another story (in 

pairs)
o A 3: write a reflection on your reading and 

learning process
o A 4: rewrite the story from another

perspective (e.g. era, culture, character, genre)
o A 5: make a comparison with a work of art on 

the same theme



• ° Lesson series around microfiction for
French, Spanish, Italian, German and 
English

• Try out (2021-2022) + evaluation
(spring 2022)

• °More lessons

• Outreach: workshops for teachers

• Outreach: short story database and
lessions

https://www.arts.kuleuven.be/outreach/
tenl/korte-verhalen-in-de-talenklas

(website is in Dutch, but the didactic
materials are in the target language)

• article La microfiction en classe de 
langue étrangère in thematic issue of 
Les langues modernes, 2022 (ed. 
Marie-Christine Anastassiadi & Marina 
Vihou)

https://www.arts.kuleuven.be/outreach/tenl/korte-verhalen-in-de-talenklas
https://www.arts.kuleuven.be/outreach/tenl/korte-verhalen-in-de-talenklas


The Five-Step Model: survey (spring 2022) 

(very) positive evaluation of the «dialogic» approach (step 1-2-3)
• traditionally reading exercises and assignments directed towards «one» meaning
• dialogic approach a positive surprise, but initially some uncertainty and unease

Choice of texts is important (obviously)! 
• reading short texts in a foreign language can be challenging c.q. is challenging
• take into account differences between tracks and audiences

(very) positive evaluation of the intercultural dimension of the texts (but avoid the obvious)

Possible tension between (critical) reading skills and language acquisition
• classes sometimes switched to Dutch for more in-depth discussion of the text
• positive evaluation of Step 4 (expert work) for language acquisition – but quality of the 

websites is crucial



The Five-step model for cross-curricular FL + history teaching?

Why?

• Promoting critical literacy, literary reading and reading motivation in 
collaboration with other subjects

• CLIL teaching → history taught in English or French

• Overlap in aims



The Five-step model for cross-curricular FL + history teaching?

Objectives of history education:

1. Historical knowledge

2. Historical thinking = “the use of critical thinking skills to 
process information from the past” (includes awareness 
of difference past/present, role of present perspective in 
understanding/shaping the past) 

3. Historical critical literacy = “the ability to gain a deep 
understanding of historical events and processes through 
active engagement with historical texts”.

4. Historical empathy = “the skill to re-enact the thought of 
a historical agent in one’s mind or the ability to view the 
world as it was seen by the people in the past without
imposing today’s values on the past”

D.L. Trombino and L. Bol, “Historical 
Thinking”, in  Encyclopedia of the 
Sciences of Learning (2012). 

Seixas and Morton, The Big Six: 
Historical Thinking Concepts (2013)

Yilmaz, Kaya, “Historical Empathy 
and Its Implications for Classroom 
Practices in Schools.” The History 
Teacher (2007)



The Five-step model for cross-curricular FL + history teaching?

Reading historical fiction = 

• Provides historical knowledge

• Exercises historical empathy: historical events are 
seen from the inside out, allowing for connection
between past and present 

Talking about historical fiction = 

• Develops historical literacy: critical scrutiny of 
sources

• Develops historical thinking: examining link 
between present and past

Historical (short) fiction 

1. Stories written and 
set in a past era 

2. Contemporary stories 
which tell of past 
events from the 
perspective of the 
present. 



The Five-step model for cross-curricular FL + history teaching?

Combine literature and history in the five-step approach?

• greater emphasis on step 4: historical research

• on the basis of websites with historical information

• on the basis of historical documents

• Alternative written assignments in step 5:

• create historically annotated version of the story 

• compare fictional and historical source about historical event

• reflect on how contemporary perspective affects telling of history in 
historical stories 





Liam O’Flaherty, “The Sniper” (1923)



Mary O’Donnell, “The Black 
Church” (2018)

Example of assignment (step 5): Dublin in 1916

• Use the map of the area around the GPO in 1916 to trace 
Ann Mary’s steps in the story 

• Check against a contemporary map of Dublin (google maps) 

• Look up the location of the historical shop of Kennedy’s 
Bread



Emma Donoghue, “Looking for Petronilla” (2001)



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching

Angers team

Colette Colligan
Etienne Garnier 
Michelle Ryan

Application of the Five-Step Model in higher education (Angers)

Mobilising Short Forms for the study of Iconic Literature: Pedagogical sequence 
and sample lesson plan (BA1 courses)

= pedagogical sequence implementing elements of the five-step model for deep 
reading. 

1) Reading literary texts: a course fostering deep reading (~ steps 1-2-3)
+ creative-writing exercises (rewriting the end; imitating the style,…) 

2) Authorial Icons: course adopting short forms to foster student engagement and 
curiosity to study iconic works of British literature
(“iconic”: canon; larger cultural significance or cult status; various forms of 
adaptation and rewriting; …) (~steps 4-5)



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching
:

Authorial icons: schedule

Week 1 Introduction
Week 2 Geoffrey Chaucer, Prologue to “The Wife of Bath’s Tale,” The Canterbury Tales
Week 3 William Shakespeare, “Sonnet 18”
Week 4 William Blake, “The Tyger” and William Wordsworth, “I wandered lonely as a cloud”
Week 5 Excerpt from Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice
Week 6 Excerpt from Mary Shelley, Frankenstein
Week 7 Excerpt from Charles Dickens, Oliver Twist
Week 8 W.B. Yeats, “The Second Coming” and/or “Sailing to Byzantium”
Week 9 Excerpt from Virginia Woolf, Orlando
Week 10 Excerpt from Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart
Week 11 Excerpt from Zadie Smith, White Teeth
Week 12 In-Class Exam



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching
:

Flipped Classroom approach : 
- Students prepare worksheets before coming to class, and these are used as a basis 

for discussion during the class session. 
- The worksheets can be used in a variety of manners in the classroom depending on 

the results of the students’ research.
- Flexbile teaching formats: large group and/or small group discussions, debates, use 

of Padlet or other digital tools, sharing of resources in small groups, short oral 
presentations in front of the class,…. 

- Academic course > critical reflection on politics and ethics of reading these specific 
texts (and of reading in general)

Evaluation of the course: portfolio of worksheets + a traditional 40-minute exam



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching

Personal research and reading 
questions (before the class)



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching

Reading questions for the 
prologue to the Wife of Bath’s 
Tale



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching

General questions 
for discussion in class



TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching

Athens team

Julie Gyftoula
Marina Vihou
Marie-Christine 
Anastassiadi

Applications of the Five-Step Model in the language class (Athens)

Project in 3rd Primary School, Zografou, coordinated by Julie Gyftoula
= 9-10 years old pupils worked on Ted Hughes’s There Came a Day & Ernest 
Hemingway”s The Old Man at the Bridge, following the five-step model.

https://padlet.com/juliegy/3rd-primary-school-pupils-working-on-short-forms-
1a9otarhzb6r/wish/2038093843

Project for a primary school, Athens, coordinated by Julie Gyftoula
= 6° grade (11-12 years old), working on Hemingway, The Old Man at the Bridge
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFEZZGuU8k/oOYeHNy-8AZAHs0Jm6QsQg/view#2
. 

https://padlet.com/juliegy/3rd-primary-school-pupils-working-on-short-forms-1a9otarhzb6r/wish/2038093843
https://padlet.com/juliegy/3rd-primary-school-pupils-working-on-short-forms-1a9otarhzb6r/wish/2038093843
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFEZZGuU8k/oOYeHNy-8AZAHs0Jm6QsQg/view#2


TASK 2: Short Narrative as a Tool for FL&L Teaching



TASK 3: itineraries Baludik

4 itineraries developed for the Baludik app

Naufrage sur micronèse, l’île des formes brèves
Created by Cécile Ménard, Emmanuel Verdanakis, Michelle Ryan (University of Anger
https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b1676#
L’aventure du petit chien Madeleine à Angers
Created by students in the Franco-Hellenic master's programme from the Universities of Athens and Angers (2020-
2021)
https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b1754
The Short Quest to Knowland
Designed by students from partner universities of SFBB during a TLT seminar at the university of Giessen (2022)
https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b2355-the_short_quest_to_knowland-gieszen-allemagne#!
The Pursuit of Wisdom in Athens
Designed by Ourania Voskaki, Assistant Professor at the Department of French Language and Literature at the 
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (2023)
https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b3319-the_pursuit_of_wisdom_in_athens-%CE%AC-%CE%AC#!

+ article on Baludik by Mathilde Chauvet, Manon Roux, Elsa Godet, Eva Auré, forthcoming

https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b1676
https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b1754
https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b2355-the_short_quest_to_knowland-gieszen-allemagne
https://baludik.fr/balades/fiche_balade_parcours-b3319-the_pursuit_of_wisdom_in_athens-%CE%AC-%CE%AC


TASK 3:  
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